
New Measures Post Pandemic, Post Brexit…Counting your donkeys! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We do seem to be an Island Nation with a long history of measuring and being measured, long before the 

introduction of SAT’S! As an external evaluation, Napoleon’s reference to us as a nation of ‘shopkeepers’ fits well in 

this context.  So too,  Kaiser Wilhelm’s frustrated reference  towards  the British Expeditionary Force  in the Great 

War as a ‘contemptible  little army’,  having halted his sweeping advance in 1914. The measuring relevance today is 

their connection with conflict, and the pandemic may well be viewed as such. 

We face a global  struggle,  bringing with it a raft of new measures we  have quickly become so  used to,  such as  ‘R 

rates’ and sadly,  daily death rates. There are difficult measures those aware of ‘triage’ in battle will have had to 

endure, and make decisions upon. I include here looking through a ‘conflict lens’, those now surrounding vaccines in 

terms of who gets them and when,   and at the end of the day….the cost. It is a cost those in the ‘thick of it’ are 

acutely aware of, far transcending those of pounds and pence.   Remaining within the theme of ‘conflict’,  where the 

best and worst of people comes to the surface, what measures do those serving in front line ‘trenches’ i.e. our 

nurses and medics, our teachers and Police Officers  wish to see put in place and acknowledged  Post Pandemic,  and 

post their service ( and indeed sacrifice) to the ‘greater good’. At the ‘going down of the sun’ (on the Pandemic) and 

‘in the morning’ (a new future), what will have been learned? More importantly, what will be acted upon in answer 

to the real costs?  Using a Great War analogy,  as our  trench ‘Lions’ sometimes  led by ‘Donkeys’ look towards the 

future, will it be different? ….it will be, and really has to be! 

The Somme of 1916 is often referred to as the ‘death of innocence’ as ‘Pals’ Battalions walked into blankets of 

machine gun fire. The loss of 24,000 souls mostly in the first five minutes stands as a clear measure of failure. A 

failure however, not to be placed on the brave ‘Lions’ who paid the ultimate sacrifice. Clearly, lessons were not 

learned well enough, as Passchendaele in 1917 repeated many of the same mistakes. This time however, the 

offensive was ‘kicked off’ into almost impassable, clinging mud. Even before the pandemic, the sinking muddy 

‘tickbox’ culture is one the professionals in current ‘trenches’ will relate to.  If only the ‘voice’ of those at the sharp 

end who had touched the barbed wire, who had stood in the quagmire exposed to the fire had been properly 

listened to, how different it could have been. Nonetheless, there were the ‘measures’ made amongst the soldiers on 

both sides. A measure of the officers and leaders who stood shoulder to shoulder in the very same trenches. There 

were ‘Donkeys’ who were ‘Lions’ as there are now in the Covid conflict, as there can be, and should be!  Winston 

Churchill sets an example. He made drastic mistakes at Gallipoli so resigned as First Sea Lord and went into the 

trenches.  The history of conflict teaches as a lot about people, and it is people who bare the ultimate impact of 

other people’s actions. What can we learn from past conflict and acted upon now? 



Post Pandemic there is another ongoing conflict, a ‘dirty war’ hidden from us for many years, and to which we are 

‘called up’. It’s a war we are all in already, the frontline is omnipresent and we must respond to the ‘call to arms’. 

The battle is for the existence of our planet. Unless there is a ‘Planet B’ ready for us, it’s a battle we all stand to lose 

unless we undertake ‘total war’. It must be an offensive on the pollution and the overarching ‘throw away’ society 

we have become.  We really are all in the same trench. Over 7 billion of us floating around on the same ‘rock’. 

Mistakes and poor battle planning ‘do for us all’.  The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGS) 

serves as a ‘framework’ battle plan for us all. It’s a plan we can all be part of, all inform and all take action. However, 

the ‘grassroots’ ideas, ‘frontline’ experiences and voices for change and innovation  must be heard and 

acknowledged…we need more ‘Donkeys’ to be ‘Lions’. Moreover, we need different ‘Donkeys’, informed by frontline 

knowledge and the ‘wisdom of experience’, with enhanced skills and importantly understanding. They must go far 

beyond the ‘sound bites’ and rhetoric those at the ‘front’ have become so accustomed to hearing. They need to be 

people of real action. Moving forwards, history must change the meaning of leadership currently attached to ‘Lions 

led by donkeys’. 

Where is my measure informing this ‘Blog’? It may just be me, but Pre Pandemic the social media feeds were full of 

calls for all sorts of technologies. This is all well and good within new economies,  as  the ‘follows’  ‘likes’ and 

‘Retweets’ would appear to endorse and support.  However, have we not seen a falling away of the like since the 

Pandemic? Has there been a giving way to green and nature shaped followings. Individuals sharing images of nature, 

the birdlife in their gardens, marvelling at the beauty of plants and trees, and the bees they had never noticed. Of 

children making hedgehog hotels with parents, and all manner of new learning in our trenches, yet from all around 

the ‘rock’.  At the ‘rising of the sun’ is there a new dawning awareness; one in which we can look at ourselves and 

each other in the light of fresh hope? One in which we collectively realise our survival rests in the beauty of nature 

around us, although it is fading fast.  Taking action cannot wait until the afternoon! 

Reflecting on any collective awareness, are we not seeing a growing ‘voice’ attached to the realigning of ‘values’ on 

the ‘ether airways’? It is evidenced in the actions people are taking in their communities, such as in the simplicity of 

feeding the birds?  Within my own profession education, I see a parallel realignment emerging, albeit controversial. 

Calls for pupils to ‘catch up’ on their education demands a closer look at quite what we are catching up on!  Is there 

not a significant value to be developed from what has been learned as families have been given space to come closer 

together in different ways, the value of experiencing what is around us in our own backyards! This is something so 

well highlighted in Anfield by our partners and ‘Oasis’ All Saint’s school for example.  We need  a closer look at 

learning, and learning about learning  which highlights ‘alternative’ education,  qualifications and ‘values’;   things 

such as Scouting, the Duke of Edinburgh Award , ‘The Daily Mile’ ‘Park Runs’ and the grassroots ideas coming from 

the children and young people themselves. The youngsters who are now emerging into that ‘morning sun’ with new 

ways of doing, and new ways of being. Their voices are the future, and we must nurture them together as new 

leaders. 

What if our new leaders, new technologies and the funding behind them were to actively collide with the realigning 

of values across communities; innovating and establishing employment within ideas to connect the UN SDGS AND 

save the planet?  Our enhanced ‘donkeys’ would be wise to listen to these voices which must include those from 

children within SEN.  Seeing the creative innovation from visually impaired (VI) young people in our specialist 

provision at St. Vincent’s, leaves me in no doubt of the possibilities. The frustrations we have felt in lockdowns, 

including having to adapt, are much the daily routine for VI. They have a wealth of experience and much they can 

teach us. As we work together, there is a great power held in the strengths they can share as we establish new ways 

of doing, being and innovating. We have a chance to collaborate in new ways placed before us within ‘green 

technologies’ framed by the collective need and desire to change how we live and support each other in our 



environments on a global scale. The danger is like so many things before; we start to work in ‘silos’.  Where is there a 

connected platform for new ideas to be heard? How can our ‘Lions’ share the knowledge skills and understanding 

coming from ‘trench seasoned’ experience?  Where is this being embedded in Higher and Further Education such as 

in teacher training for example? We need a ‘root and vine’ reconceptualising. 

Education is a key, where schools have the ability to share best practices relevant to their own unique communities 

and quite simultaneously, the whole world. Engaging curricula with the UN SDGs and nurturing the next generation 

of change makers and green idea employment innovation is pivotal in saving our planet.  It was ‘Bomber Harris’ who, 

when presented with a plethora of papers to complete before he could be given new airplane engines, filed them in 

what we would now call a recycling unit! His call to   ‘Give me engines and let me get on with winning the war’ was 

honoured directly by Churchill….a decision made from his own  conflict experience in the ‘trenches’ perhaps  as a 

Lion turned Donkey turned Lion? I am of course not calling for the end of all documentation, but I would call for less 

‘mud’ in the trenches. I would call for the voices of our young people and those leaders now at the frontlines to be 

heard and respected. They know what is needed and why, from both experience and from their connected yet 

unique sector of a global trench system. 

Nonetheless, I invite you to find your own measure in what I have shared via two connected projects. They share our 

VI ‘voices ‘and the actions taken into them. These projects highlight what VI young people at St.Vincent’s are DOING 

as those innovators and agents of change through ‘Reclaim the Green, Reclaim the Nature’ and ‘Journey for Peace’. 

Let us never forget what a ‘little’ Contemptible army did in 1914.Neither should we forget the part harsh lessons 

taken from the Boers in earlier conflict had to play in that. We really do know the teaching and learning we should 

be sharing; there is no time for more harsh environmental lessons in this conflict.   Who will SDG 17 collaborate with 

us at St.Vincent’s as we advance? 

https://www.stvin.com/reclaim-the-green-reclaim-the-natur 

https://www.stvin.com/journey-for-peace-2020for2030 

Dr John A Patterson 
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